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1. Introduction.

Recently in his paper [5], M. Sato introduced the concept of weakly divisible

modules and called a preradical t pseudo-cohereditary if every weakly divisible

module is divisible. On the other hand, J.Jirasko [2] calleda preradical t pseudo-

cohereditary if every homomorphic image of M/{Mf~＼t(E(M)))is torsionfree for

each module M, where E(M) denotes the injective hull of M. Now we call an

j

exact squence Q~^A ―> B of modules coindependent (resp. weakly coindependent)

if B=j(A)+t(B) (resp. B/(j(A)-{-t(B))is torsion). By means of these notions,

we give, in the firsthalf of this paper, some characterizations of weakly divisible

and divisiblemodules. In the latter half, we inquire into relations between two

nspiirln-mhprerlifnriHpc:in the sposp nf Slafnand Tiraskn

2. Weakly divisible modules and ccindependent sequences.

Throughout thisnote R means a ring with identity and modules mean unitary

left /^-modules. We denote the category of left i?-modules by J?-mod. A sub-

functor t of the identity functor of i?-mod is called a preradical of i?-mod. It

is calledidempotent if t(t(M))=t(M) and a radical if t(M/t(M))=0 for all modules

M. Also, it is called left exact if t(N)--=t{M)r＼N and cohereditary if t(M/N) =

(t(M)+N)/N for all modules M and submodules N. To each preradical t of R-

mod, we put

T(t)={Mf=R-mod＼t(M) = M} and F(t)= {Me=R-mod＼t(M)=0} .

In general, T{t) is closed under homomorphic images and direct sums, while

F(t) is closed under snhmodnies and dirert nrodur.t.s.

Definition 2.1. For a preradlcal t, a module M is

(resp. divisible)with respect to t If the functor Hom^C
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called weakly divisible

-,M) preserves the ex-
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actness of all exact sequences
of modules 0-^A-+B-*C-*0 with

BeT(f) (resp.

C<=T(t)). When there is no confusion, we simply say that M is weakly
divisible

(resp. divisible).

Clearly every injective module is divisible and every divisible module
is

weakly divisible, but in general, the converses are not true.

From this definition we have

Lemma 2.2. Let t be a preradical and let M be a module and
N its sub-

module. Then

(1) // M is weakly divisible and t{M)QN,
then N is also weakly divisible.

(2) // t is idempotent, N is essential
in M and is weakly divisible, then t(M)=N.

Proof. (1) is easy. (2). Since t(N)^Nr＼t(M)QN and N is weakly divisible,

Nr＼t(M) is also weakly divisible by (1). Hence the exact sequence Q-*Nr＼t{M)

-H{M) splits. There exists a
submodule L of t(M) such that t(M)=(Nnt(M))($L.

However Q=Nr＼t(M)r＼L=Nr＼L and so L must be zero by assumption.
Thus

we have t(M)=Nr＼t(M) and f(M)giV.

From this lemma it follows that, in case t is idempotent, if M is weakly

divisible, then t{M) is also weakly divisible and M is weakly divisible
if and

only if t(M)^t(E(M)) (cf. [5, Theorem 2.1] and [6, Lemma 1.3]).

3

Definition 2.3. Let t be a preradical. An exact sequence 0-+^4―>
B of

modules is called coindependent (resp. weakly coindependeni) with respect to t
if

B=j{A)+t{B) (resp. B/(j(A)+t(B))^T(t)).
3

We note that for a preradical t any exact sequence 0―>ii ―> B with
Coker

(j')eT(O is weakly coindependent, however the converse is not true in general.

EXAMPLE 2.4. Let K he a field R the. t-ino- nf all 3x3 nnner friancniLir

matrices over K. If we put /=

0 K K＼

0 0 0

0 0 0/

I, then both / and

/ are two-sided ideals in R and /2=0. Let t be the left exact preradical cor-

responding to the left linear topology having the smallest element /. Then,

since iQt(R), R/t(R)<=T(t) and 0―/―J? is weakly coindependent, but R/J&T(t)

because /§=/.

We also note that, in case t is an idempotent radical,the converse is always

true and weakly coindependent sequences are exactly those exact sequences

0-*A―>B with Coker(i)(ET(t).
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Theorem 2.5. Let t be an identpotent preradical. Then the following

conditions are equivalent for a module M:

(1) M is weakly divisible^ resp. divisible).

3
(2) For every coindependent (resp. weakly coindependent) sequence 0―≫A―> B

and every homomorphism f: A―≫M, there exists a homomorphism g: B―*M such

that s°i―f.

(3) For every coindependent (resp. weakly coindependent) sequence Q-^A ―> B

with j{A) essentialin B and every homomorphism f: A―*M, there existsa homomo-

rphism g: B―*M such that g°j=f.
j

(4) Every coindependent sequence 0―>M―>N splits.

j
(5) Every coindependent sequence Q―>M―>N with j{M) essentialin N splits.

j
Proof. (1)=>(2). Let 0->A―>B be weakly coindependent and /: A-*M a

homomornhism. Then the diagram

j'KKB)) > t(B)

A .―5s≫.
j

(M)+t(B))

is a pushout diagram, where i and k are inclusion maps and /' is a restriction

map of j. Since M is weakly divisible,we get a commutative diagram

3 KKB)) J >

A

t{B)

M

and therefore there exists a (unique) homomorphism g': (j(A)-＼-t(B))―>Msuch

/
that f=g'°j. Further, in case 0―>^4―>B is coindependent j(A)+t(B) = B by

the definitionand in case M is divisibleg' can be extended to a homomorphism

g: B-+M, for B/(j(A)+t(B))<=T(t), (2)4>(3)is obvious. (3)^(1). Let 0-A―>B

be an exact sequence with Be.Tit) (resp. Bl j(A)(=T(t)) and /: A-^M a homomo-
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rphism. Then there exists a submodule N of B such that j(A)r＼N―0 and

i

(j(A)+N) Is essentialin B. Since the sequence 0-~*(j(A)+N)―> B is coindependent

(resp. weakly coindependent), where i means the inclusion map, and (j(A)-＼-N)

is essential in B, there exists a homomorphism h : B―≫M making the diagram

'1

M

B

commutative, where f(j(a) + x)~f(a) for a&A and x(eN. Especially, /(/(≪))=

f(a) for aei and hence h is the desired map. (2)=>(4)and (4)4>(5)are obvious,

(5)^>(1). Clearly the sequence 0-~*M―>(M+t(E(M))) is coindependent and M is

essential in (M+t(E(M))). So M is a direct summand of (M+t(E(M))) by as-

sumption, namely, M=M+t(E(M)). Therefore M is weakly divisibleby Lemma

2.2.

3. Pseudo-cohereditary preradlcals.

Definition 3.1. Let f be a preradical. We call t pseudo-cohereditary in the

sense of Sato if every weakly divisiblemodule is divisible.

Definition 3.2. Let t be a preradical.t is called pseudo-cohereditary in the

sense of Jirdsko if every homomorphic image of M/{t(E(M))r＼M) is in Fif) for

every module M.

First we investigate relations between these two pseudo-cohereditarities.

Theorem 3.3. For an idempotent preradical t, the following conditions are

equivalent:

(1) t is pseudo-cohereditary in the sense of Sato.

(2) For any weakly divisiblemodule M, every homomorphic image of M/t(M)

is in F(t).

(3) t is pseudo-cohereditary in the sense of Jirdsko.

Proof. (1)=>(2). Assume (1) and let M be a weakly divisible module and

N any submodule of M containing t(M). Put t(M/N)=M'/N, where Mr is a

submodule of M containing N. Since N and M' are weakly divisibleby Lemma

2.2.these are divisibleby assumption. Hence N is a direct summand of M', ＼.e.
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there exists a submodule K in T{t) such that M'=NRK. Since t{M')~t(N)+K

and t(M')= t(N), K must be zero and hence M'―N. Thus M/N is in F(t).

(2)^(3). Assume (2) and let N be any module. Then M=N+t(E(N)) is

weakly divisibleand N/(t(E(N))nN) = (N+t(E(N)))/t(E(N))^M/t(M). So by as-

sumption t is pseudo-cohereditary in the sense of Jirasko. (3)=>(1). Assume (3)

and M be a weakly divisiblemodule. Then t(M) = t(E(M)) and so E{M)/M is a

homomorphic image of E{M)/t{M) = E{M)/{t(E{M))r＼E{M)). Hence by assump-

tion E(M)/M is in F(0, which means that M is divisible.

For other characterizations of pseudo-cohereditary sub-torsion theories see

[5, Theorem 4.2] and [6, Theorem 1.7 and 1.8].

For a preradical t, we now consider the following condition:

(*) Every weakly coindependent sequence is coindependent.

An idempotent cohereditary preradical is called a cotorsion radical. Beachy

PI! has ffiven some characterizations of this radical.

Theorem 3.4. Let t be an idempoient preradical. Then t satisfiesthe condi-

tion(*) if and onlv if t is a cotorsion radical.

Proof. Suppose that t satisfiesthe condition (*) and let M be a module and

N any submodule of M. We put t(M/N) = L/N for some submodule L of M.

Then (t(M)+N)QL and Q-*(t(M)+N)―>L is a weakly coindependent sequence.

Hence L = t(M)+N by assumption and thus t is cohereditary. Conversely sup-

j
pose that Ms a cotorsion radical. Let Q-*A―>B be a weakly coindependent

sequence. Then B/t(B) is in F(t) and B/(j(A)-＼-t(B))is a homomorphic image

of B/t{B). Hence B/(j(A)+t(B)) is also in F(t) and so B=j{A)+t(B). Thus f

satisfiesthe condition (*).

Combining this theorem with Theorem 3.3,we see that an idempotent pre-

radical satisfying the ,'condition(*) is pseudo-cohereditary in the sense of both

vSatoand lirasko. However we have

Corollary 3.5. For a left exact preradical t, the following conditions are

equivalent:

(1) t is an exact radical.

(2) t is pseudo-cohereditary in the sense of Sato.

(3) t is pseudo-cohereditary in the sense of Jirdsko.

(A) t satisfiesthe condition (*).
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